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INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND
An importantrequirementfor on-orbitoperationsto repair space
vehiclesor assemblelarge space structureswill be the abilityfor the
• astronautor robot to temporarilyattacha work platformto a surface. This
attachmentmust adhere readilyto a varietyof materials,includingmetals,
fiber reinforcedpolymermatrix composites,and ceramics. The surfacesmay
be flat or have multiple curvature. The surfaceattachmentassembly (SAA)
should adhere and detach from the surfacequickly,with a minimum of
workload requiredby astronauts,and must provideadequatestrengthunder
tension, shear, and bendingforces. LangleyResearchCenter (LaRC)has
investigatedthe use of a hot melt adhesiveconceptwhereinthe adhesive is
impregnatedinto fiberglasspads containingelectricalheatingand
thermoelectriccoolingdevices. The hot melt adhesivecan be repeatedly
heated to its melting point in vacuumand providesgood adhesionwhen
cooled, even to lightlycontaminatedsurfaces. When the astronautis ready
to leave the work site, the adhesiveis remeltedby the pad and a small load
providesthe releasefrom the work surface.
The hot-meltSAA describedhereinwas designedspecificallyfor one of
the most demandingtasks of this type: repairof the fragileceramic
reusablesurfaceinsulation(RSI) tiles which providethe "acreage"areas of
the thermal protectionsystem on the Space Shuttleorbiter(1-3). Figure 1
shows a sketch of an astronautin his manned maneuveringunit (MMU) and work
restraintsystem (WRS) attachedto the RSI tile surfaceof the Shuttle
orbiter, repairingdamagedtiles in orbit. The SAA must enable the repair
to be made withoutdamagingthe fragileRSI tiles it attachesto. Figures2
and 3 outlinethe detailed "needsand wants" of this application. Any
proposedSAA conceptmust meet all the "needs"criteriafor further
consideration. The most promising(and thus the one developedinto
prototypeassemblies)also satisfiedmost of the "wants"criteria.
The concept selectedfor most intensivedevelopmentis shown on
Figure 4. It evolvedby the processof screeninga series of commercially
availablehot melt adhesives,investigatingalternateattachmentconcepts,
fabricationof conceptmodels,and testingof two prototypefull-sizeunits•
This documentprovidesa system description,assemblyand disassembly
procedures,an outlineof system operations,and a sectionon test
proceduresand test results. AppendixA by Bruce D. Little gives a parts
descriptionand assemblyprocedure. AppendixB by R.H. Couch, A. W.
Frizzell, and R. Fox describesthe electronicsystemsand controls.
Furtherdocumentationmay be found in 20 and 50 minute video tapes
available from LaRC.
ADHESIVE AND SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Jet-Melt 3746*, the adhesive selected from a group of thermoplastic
adhesives as a result of studies which will be discussed in the section
"Test Procedures and Test Results", has limited information given in the
product literature. Someof the physical characteristics listed are: light
amber color; specific gravity, 0.96; viscosity, 6.2 Ns/m2 (6250 cps) at
191°C (375°F),1.75 Ns/m2 (1750 cps) at 243°C (450°F);tensile strength,7.2
MPa (1050 psi); elongation,75%; and softeningpoint, 124°C (255°F)(Ball
and Ring), ASTM E-28-67. Informationobtainedfrom the vender identified
*Adhesivesupplier'sare indicatedin Table 1.
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the adhesiveas a polyamide. This was verifiedby an infrared (IR)
spectrographicanalysisof the material. Jet-Melt 3746 was suppliedas a
cartridgeapproximately76 mm (3 in.) long with a 25 mm (1 in.) diameter.
Visual observationof the adhesiveduring heatingin a vacuum oven
(approximately47 hours at 80°C (176°C),low vacuum)showed no adverse
effects--nooutgassingwas observed (i.e. no bubblesformed or foaming
occurred). No weight loss occurredduring the same exposure.
Consideringthe "needscriteria"(Figure2), items 4, 5, and 8, which
apply to the adhesivepropertiesare certainlyobtainablefor Jet-Melt 3746.
The adhesivehas proven compatiblewith the RSI tile coating. Althoughour
preliminaryinvestigationincludedtests at room temperatureand 82°C
(180°F),there was no reasonto believeit would not hold the requiredloads
at -23°C (-lO°F). That suppositionwas subsequentlyverifiedin tests at
Johnson Space Center (JSC). The propertyof a thermoplasticto conformto
the surfacewhen soft would allow it to adhereto a surfacewith a 101-cm
(40-in.)radius. Furthermore,as describedsubsequently,the 3-pad SAA
unit, was designedsuch that each pad has a freedomof movement within
limitswhich allows it to self-alignto the RSI tile surface. The
combinationof the above allowsthe unit to readilyattach to a 101-cm (40-
in.) radius surface.
Listed in Figure 3 are some of the "wants"for an adhesivefor the Work
RestraintSystemAttachmentUnit. Jet-Melt 3746 fulfilledthose "wants"
applying to the adhesivevery well. Jet-Melt has the capabilityfor
repeatedmelt/remeltin vacuumat the same temperatureeach cycle. The
adhesive softens/meltsin the temperaturerange of interest149°C (300°F).
Dependingon the pad arrangementand the temperatureat release,minimal
adhesive is left on the RSI tiles.
J
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The polyamideadhesiveremainingon the tiles would be vaporizeddue to
the high temperaturesencounteredduring reentry. Methods have been
developedfor simple and easy replenishmentof the adhesiveon the pad.
The shock absorbercapabilityof the SAA was accountedfor in the
design of the pads, however,furthershock absorbercapabilitywas acquired
by the viscouspropertiesof the adhesive. When the WRS comes in contact
with the RSI tiles, the adhesive,heatedto a soft consistency,acts as a
cushionfor the WRS. The loads to be encounteredas the WRS approachesthe
tile surfacehave been determinedto be minimal.
The need for the adhesiveto be retainedin some degree each time an
attachment/separationwas completed,so that the multipleattachment
capabilitycould be achieved,was the resultof a series of pad surface
design modifications. As a result,the adhesivewas impregnatedinto
fiberglasscloth as shown in Figure 5. This arrangementallowedthe
adhesiveto move to the surfaceupon repeatedmelt/attachment/separation
cycles. After severalmelt/attachment/separationcycles,the adhesivewas
depleted to such an extent that furtherattachmentto the RSI tiles was
questionableand thereforethe pad must be recharged. The initialattempts
to replenishor rechargethe adhesiveto the pad was accomplishedby
contactingthe adhesivecartridgeto the hot pad surface,allowingthe
adhesive to melt and rubbingthe adhesiveonto the pad. This proved to be
difficultsince the hot area of the pad is limitedand attemptsto keep the
sticky adhesive in that restrainedareas was a problem. This would be an
almost impossibletask for an astronautto performdue to the bulky gloves
worn during EVA and to the astronaut'slimitedmovement.
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Because of the difficultiesan astronautmight experiencewith the
• rub-ontechnique,a method of recharging(4)the pad using a film patterned
to match the hot area of the pad (determinedby the size of the thermofoil
heater underneaththe impregnatedfiberglasscloth, Figure 5) was
developed. The design of the hot melt rechargesystem is shown in Figure 6.
The system consistsof a hot melt film (Jet-Melt3746) sandwichedbetweena
thin high temperaturesingle-sidedpressure-sensitivetape such as Kapton
Tape No. 2345-2 (DodgeFluoroglasDivision)and thin teflon film such as
Type C, 5 mil Teflon. The dimensionalconfigurationshown are such to
accommodatethe presentconfigurationof the hot area of the pads of the
SAA. Teflon tabs were providedfor grippingwith the fingers,or, in space,
with astronautgloves. The primarypurposeof the rechargetape concept for
use in space was to hold the hot melt rechargefilm in place on the surface
attachmentpad until the film was melted and fused to the surface. The
rechargeprocedureis given in Figure 7. Becausethe Jet-Melt3746 was
suppliedin cartridgeform, a method of making thin [0.5 mm (0.02 in.)]
films was developed. The cartridge,76 mm (3 in.) long by 25 mm (1 in.)
diameterwas cut into approximately19 m (0.75 in.) pieces. The press was
preheatedto about 130°C (265°F),a piece of adhesivewas centeredon a
Kapton film restingon the bottom platen of the press which has 0.5 mm (0.20
in.) shims placed at the cornersof the platen. AnotherKapton film was
placed on top of the adhesive. Pressurewas appliedslowly to the adhesive
while increasingthe temperatureuntil the platensrested on the shims. The
" press was opened and the adhesive film, sandwichedbetweenthe Kapton film,
was removed. The adhesive,when cooled,was separatedfrom the Kapton films
by flowingwater betweenthe Kapton films and pullingapart. The size of
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the adhesive film producedfrom the 19 mm (0.75 in.) piece of adhesivewas
approximately152 mm (6 in.) in diameterby 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) thick. The
particularconfigurationto match the thermofoilheaterswas cut out with a
razor blade. Two holes were also cut from the film to eliminateadhesive
from "cold spots" producedby the thermofoilheaters.
The adhesiverecharge,as would be appliedduring an astronautEVA, was
evaluatedin a vacuum and found to be a viable method. Gas entrapmentdoes
occur to a limitedextent and care must be exercisedwhen applyingthe film
charge on the pad surface.
Tests conductedwith a single pad have shown the gas entrappedduring
the initialadhesiveimpregnationcan be eliminatedby heatingthe
impregnatedpad overnightin a low vacuum.
ADHESIVE EVALUATIONS
AdhesiveScreening
The adhesivefor the SAA pads must adhere to the RSI tiles (actually
the ceramic coatingon the tiles) in the temperaturerange -23°C to 82°C
(-IO°Fto 180°F),must be stable in the space environment,must be capable
of repeatedmelt/remeltcycleswithout any adverse propertychanges,must
soften/meltat about 149°C (300°F),must have no or minimumoutgassing,and
must maintain adherencewhen a 220-N (50-1b)workload is applied [also a
88-N (20-1b)shear load]. The adhesivewas neededto prove a concept, i.e.
attach the WRS to the RSI tiles of the ShuttleOrbiter,and thereforethis
screeningstudy was not as exhaustiveas might be conducted.
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Venders of commercialhot melt adhesiveswere contactedand given the above
o adhesive requirements,recommendationswere solicited,and a numberof hot
melt adhesiveswere obtained(Table I). The type of polymeridentifiedin
Table I was the resultof IR spectrographicanalysisand information
suppliedby some of the venders.
Procedures
PhysicalProperties
A preliminarystudy of the softeningcharacteristicsof the adhesives
was conductedusing a Fisher-JohnsMeltingPoint Apparatusand
ThermomechanicalAnalysis equipment(DuPont943 with the 990 Controller).
The effectsof low vacuum and 80°C (176°F)on candidateadhesiveswas
also studied. 2.5 to 3.0 grams (0.009to 0.11 oz.) of adhesivewere placed
in aluminum pans, placed in a laboratoryvacuum oven for 47 hours and
observed. Indicationsof outgassing,i.e. foamingor bubbles,were observed
for some of the adhesives. Weight change,if any, was determinedfor the
above exposure.
MechanicalProperties
Preliminarytests were conductedwith Polyshot804 (polyamide)using
flatwisetensiletype specimensconsistingof 5.1 cm by 5.1 cm (2 in. by 2
in.) RSI tiles (with ceramiccoating)about 1.3 cm (0.5 in.) thick bonded to
aluminumblocks with RTV 560 (GeneralElectric). The tiles were bonded
togetherwith Polyshot804. Tests were conductedusing an InstronTesting
Machine with a quartz-lampclam-shellheatingoven. The sequenceof testing
" involvesapplyinga 34 kPa (5 psi) tension load at room temperature,holding
for one minute and releasingthe load; heatingto 149°C (300°F),separating
the tiles, coolingto about 49°C (120°F);reheatto 149°C (300°F),
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contactingthe tiles togetherunder minimal loading,coolingto 82°C
(180°F),and applyingload. Failureoccurredwhen the tile coating pulled o
off. The test did prove that the polyamideadhesivebondedto the tile
coating. However,due to the failureof the tile coating,the test was
discontinued.
Furthertests were conductedusing a single pad with several
modificationsof the method for heatingthe adhesiveas well as
modificationsin the pad arrangement. Examplesare shown in Figures8 and
9. Using these arrangements,the adhesivewas heated on the pad and brought
into contactwith the RSI tile. Load requirementsas set by the end
applicationwere 34 kPa (5 psi) tensionload and a contact pressureof 14
kPa (2 psi). Tests were conductedto determinethe "best"temperaturefor
bonding,multiple "stick"capability,the effect of cool-downtime (whichin
effect determinesthe approximatetemperaturewith load carrying
capability),and heat-up rate. All tests were conductedat ambient
conditionsunless otherwisespecified.
Test Results
Resultsof measurementswith the Fisher-JohnsMeltingPoint Apparatus
and TMA indicatedthat the polyamidespossessedthe necessarysoftening/melt
characteristicsfor the intendedpurposeof this study. Softeningwas in
the range of 121°C to 149°C (250°Fto 300°F). Other systemsalso possessed
softeningin a similartemperaturerange,but were eliminatedfor reasonsto
be discussedsubsequently.
The resultsof a study to determinethe effectsof low vacuum and 80°C
(176°F)on severalcandidateadhesivesis given in Table II. Based on their
stability(minimalweight loss and foaming),Jet-Melt3746 and Plastilock
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801 appearedto be the most promisingcandidates. Plastilock801 does not
flow as well as Jet-Meltnor can it be easily impregnatedinto fiberglass
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cloth for actual use in the SAA pad. Other "stick"tests conductedproved
that many of the hot melt adhesivesdid not adhere to the RSI tile coating.
Multiple "stick"capability,"best"temperaturefor bondingand the
effect of cool down time are given in Table Ill. At the time these tests
were conducted,the goal specifiedfor multiple stickswas five (5). The
resultsshow this to be achievedusing the followingconditionsfor the
particularpad arrangementused: adhesive (Jet-Melt3746) temperatureof
163°C (325°F)and a 45 secondcool down [the temperatureafter this cool
down period should be less than 82°C (180°F)]. Obviouslythe cool down rate
as well as the heatup rate is a functionof the SAA pad arrangementand
other factors. Tests were conductedwith other pad arrangementsthat
indicatedsimilarresults.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Procedures
After considerableiterationof the needs,wants, and possibilitiesfor
this SAA, the 3-pad assembly (Figure4) using an aluminumalloy frame,
fiberglasspads impregnatedwith the Jet-Melt3746 adhesive,thermofoil
heaters,thermoelectriccoolers,and an aluminumalloy heat sink, with
state-of-the-artsolid state electroniccontrols,was designedand
- prototyped. Mechanicaldetailsof this system are given in AppendixA,
electronicsystemsand controlsare detailed in AppendixB.
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The final design of the single pad is shown in Figures5 and 10. Tests
were conductedwith this pad for Jet-Melt 3746 to determinemultiple stick
capability as well as load-at-separation.Direct Current (D.C.)power
supplieswere used for the thermofoilheating elementsand thermoelectric
cooling unit. A typicaltemperatureand load time-historyis given in
Figure 11 and the test procedureis given in Figure 12. Resultswill be
discussedlater.
Once the resultsof the single pad studiesconfirmedthe concept, a
full size 3-pad engineeringdevelopmentSAA system was fabricated• This is
shown in Figure 13. Previously,the heatup and cool down were controlled
manually using D. C. power supplies. Subsequently,a temperaturecontroller
was designed and integratedinto the SAA system. Tests with this system
were conductedby attachmentto and detachmentfrom a wall of six (6) RSI
tiles. Typical temperature,power, and load historiesare shown in Figure
14 and the test proceduregiven in Figure 15 and a sketch of the test system
shown in Figure 16. Severaltests were conductedwith this system. The SAA
system must attachto a flat surfaceof RSI tiles and tile surfaceswith
steps as large as 2.5 mm (0.1 in.). Loads greaterthan specifiedwere
investigatedto show overloadcapabilitiesof the SAA system•
Studieswere also conductedat JohnstonSpace Center to furtherqualify
the concept for Space Shuttleapplicationsand to transfer the LaRC, Hot
Melt Adhesive SAA conceptmodels and technologyto JSC personnel. The
primaryobjectiveof the tests was to demonstratethe capabilityof the SAA
to adhere to RSI at the limitsof its design range. Secondaryobjectives
were to evaluate adhesionand releaseat sub-zerotemperaturesto RSI in
vacuum and to determinethe capabilitiesand limitationsof the concept for
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attachmentto large space structurecomponentsof advancedcomposite
materialsand aluminum. Figure 17 shows the JSC ChamberN facilityin which
the tests were conducted. The arrangementof the test equipmentin the
chamber is shown in Figure 18 and a 3-pad SAA (under 35 Ib load) is shown
attachedto the RSI tile wall in Figure 19.
Results
To determinethe capabilityof the last prototypedesign of the single
SAA pad, tests were conductedat 163°C (325°F)for multiple sticks. Table
IV gives the pertinentinformationalong with the test results. The goal of
five (5) sticks was achievedby the system. A "stick"consistedof holding
34 kPa (5 psi) load for ten (10)minutes at temperaturesless than 82°C
(180°F). This was accomplishedusing a single charge of Jet-Melt 3746
adhesive. Also noted is the load-at-separationwhich decreasedwith
successivesticks from 15.2 kPa to 4.1 kPa (2.2 psi to 0.6 psi). The goal
for the load-at-separationhad previouslybeen specifiedas 4.4N (1 Ib) per
single pad or 2.8 kPa (0.4 psi) for the pad design of this study. Later
resultsof tests with the 3-pad systemn_etthis criteriasuccessfully.
Failure of the sixth stick was due to a 30-secondcool down at which time
the adhesivetemperaturewas 99°C (210°F)and still viscous.
Attachmentto the RSI using the 3-pad system was straightforward,
provingthe self-aligningcapabilityof the individualpads. In two
repeatedstickswith the singleadhesivecharge,the assemblyheld at
159 (35 Ib) tensile load for the test period of 10 minuteswithout failure.
. Releaseof the assemblywas achievedwithin 10 secondsunder a 0.7 kg
(1.5 Ib) load [3.4 kPa (0.5 psi) per padI.
II
After an adhesive recharge,the SAA held a 227 kg (50 Ib) tensile load
for 10 minuteswithout failure. On the second stick with the remaining
adhesive from the previoustest, the 227 kg (50 Ib) load resultedin release
i
of the SAA after 4.5 minutes,with no RSI tile damage.
Tests of the hot melt SAA model were then conductedon a tile
configurationwith a 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) step betweentwo tiles under one of
the three pads. Thus there was full adhesivecontacton two pads and
partialcontacton the third pad. The SAA held 159 kg (35 Ib) tensile load
for the full ten (10)minutes on the first stick without failure,but only
for six (6) minutes before failureoccurredon the second stick. For
additionaltesting of this type, RSI tile coatingdamage was found to occur
if peelingaction under load became excessive.
Should the thermofoilheatersfail to function,an emergencyreleaseof
the SAA was demonstrated. This was accomplishedby using the thermoelectric
cooler elements in the heatingmode. Althoughmore power and time was
.requiredto heat the adhesiveto softeningtemperature,the emergency
_eleasemethod was successfullydemonstratedfor the 3-pad SAA.
These tests were conductedto prove the feasibilityof the SAA concept
and the adhesive selected,Jet-Melt3746, was shown to meet the requirements
of this concept. Other hot melt adhesivesmight be as good or better for
the intendedpurpose and there are many more commercialadhesivesavailable
other than those investigated.
The preliminaryresultsof the tests conductedat JSC are shown on the
attachedTables IV-IX. In all cases except test 4, adherenceunder the 35
Ib load occurredeither fully on all 3 pads or in two cases (tests8 and 9)
on one or two pads of the SAA conceptmodel. In the lattertests, lack of
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adherencewas completelyexplainableby a controlpoint temperaturein the
pad being below 149°_ (300°F). Adjustingthat controlpoint providedthe4
requiredadherencein the next test. In the case of Test 4, further
investigationindicatedthat the smooth face of the compositepanel probably
containedeither a siliconeor teflon partingcompoundwhich would prevent
adherenceof any adhesive. Althoughadherencecould have been achievedby
mechanicallyabradingthe surface,this was not consideredpracticalin
space and was thus not includedin the tests. In fact, no attemptwas made
to avoid light contaminationdue to fingerprints,etc. on the test panel
surfaceor adhesiverecharges,to maintaina realisticrepairsituation.
The test resultswere positive. The LaRC Hot Melt SAA system adhered
readilyto RSI tiles in vacuumat temperaturesdown to -34°C (-30°F).
Adherencewas also demonstratedon an 8-ply graphitefiber reinforcedepoxy
panel in vacuum from room temperatureto -34°C (-30°F)and an O.4-mm
(O.016-in.)thick aluminumpanel from room temperatureto -10°C (O°F).
Severalpotentialapplicationswere discussedamong the LaRC and JSC
personnelincludinguse on a Work RestraintSystem/MannedManeuveringUnit
for an astronautto determineSpray on Foamed InsulationThermal Protection
System (SOFI TPS)degradationon the externaltank of Shuttleand use on a
remotemanipulatorarm to attach to spacecraftwhich requireretrievalfrom
space to the Shuttlepayloadbay.
Severalareas of potentialupgradingof the currentLaRC Hot Melt
Adhesive SAA conceptwere evidentfrom the tests. These includedminimizing
- the distance betweenpad heatersand thermoelectriccoolersplus redesigning
the heat sinks to obtain fastercool down rates, resettingpad temperature
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control points, and lighteningthe aluminumstructureof the SAA. These are
all refinementsof the prototypesystem. i
SUMMARY
Langley ResearchCenter has investigatedthe use of a hot melt adhesive
concept to developa surfaceattachmentassembly (SAA) for on-orbit
attachmentand detachmentoperationsfor the manned maneuveringunit (MMU).
The concept involvedimpregnationof the hot melt adhesiveinto a fiberglass
coveredpad which containedelectricalheatingand thermoelectriccooling
devices. The polyamidehot melt adhesiveselectedcan be repeatedlyheated
to its melting point in a vacuum and providedgood adhesionto various
surfaces,i.e. reusablesurfaceinsulationtiles, metals,and composites,
when cooled.
A number of the "needs"and "wants"for the work restraintsystem
attachmentunit have been achieved.
After a series of adhesivescreeningtests, Jet-Melt 3746, was selected
from a group of commerciallyavailablethermoplasticadhesivecandidates
which met or exceededmany of the criteriaestablishedfor the SAA system.
The SAA system was designedand fabricatedat LaRC with the goal of
proving the conceptwith a workingmodel ratherthan attemptingto optimize
all facets of the system. This system evolvedby investigatingalternate
attachmentconcepts,designingand fabricatingelectronicsystemsto heat
and cool the adhesive,and then fabricatingand testingtwo prototype
full-sizeunits.
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Furtherdocumentationmay be found in 20 and 50 minute video tapes
availablefrom LaRC.
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TABLEI, - CANDIDATEHOT MELTADHESIVES
POLYAMIDES
JET-MELT 3746 (3M)
POLYSHOT804 (ORNSTEENCHEMICAL)m
MACROMELT6240 (HENKELADHESIVES)
64 x 212 (GENERALADHESIVES& CHEMICALCOMPANY)
. INSTAWELD34-3139(GENERALADHESIVES& CHEMICALCOMPANY)
POLYPROPYLENES
EASTOBONDA 148S (EASTMANCHEMICALPRODUCTS,INC.)
64 x 437 (GENERALADHESIVES& CHEMICALCOMPANY)
ACRYLICACIDETHYLENECOPOLYMER
SCOTCH-WELD4060 (3M)
ETHYLVINYLACETATES
NICOLMELTP-1022(MALCOLMNICOL& CO., INC.)
SEARSHOT MELT (SEARSROEBUCK)
HOT MELTNO. 200 (NICHOLSON& COMPANY)
MISCELLANEOUS
NICOMELTP-1580 (MALCOLMNICOL & CO., INC.)
PLASTILOCK801 (B. F. GOODRICHCOMPANY)
NUMEL 610 (GULF ADHESIVES)
POLYSTYRENE-POLYPROPYLENECOPOLYMER
HOT MELT 9011 (BOSTICDIVISION,USM CORP.)
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TABLEII.- EFFECTOF VACUUMAND THERMALEXPOSUREa ON
CANDIDATEADHESIVES
TOTAL
SAMPLE WT. LOSS % VISUAL OBSERVATIONSb
JET-MELT 3746 0 NO CHANGE
64 x 212 3.2 SLIGHT FOAMING
EASTOBONDA-148S 0.9 NO CHANGE
64 x 437 0.8 NO CHANGE
HOT MELT NO. 200 0.4 SLIGHT FOAMING
SCOTCH-WELD4060 1.6 NO CHANGE
PLASTILOCK801 0 NO CHANGE
NUMEL 610 1.3 FOAMED
HOT MELT 9011 1.8 FOAMED
SEARS HOT MELT O FOAMED
NICOLMELTP-1580 1.7 FOAMED
NICOLMELTP-1022 0.4 NO CHANGE
a 47 Hrs in vacuum oven at 80°C (1760F)
b NO CHANGE indicatesflow/melt,but no bubblesor foaming
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TABLE III.- "STICK''a TEST RESULTSFORJET-MELT3746
ADHESIVE
CONTACT TIME TO TIME OF NUMBER
TEMP.b HEATTO COOLDOWNc OF
°C (OF) TEMP. SEC STICKS COMMENTS
149 (300) i min 45 sec to 2 min 15 I New charge, failed on 2nd
15 sec attempt.
149 (300) I min 45 sec to 2 min 30 4 Remaining adhesive, contact
area 5% to 3%, 5th
attempt failed.
163 (325) I min 48 sec to 2 min 15 I New charge, failed on 2nd
attempt.
163 (325) 2 min 20 sec to 3 min 30 0 Remaining adhesive, failed
-o
163 (325) 2 min 10 sec to 2 min 45 5 Remaining adhesive, contact
20 sec areas 30%to 5%.
a "STICK"identifiedas maintaininga 34 kPa (5 psi) tensionload for I0 min. Temperatures
of thermoelectriccooler and hot melt surfaceat start of test were < 35°C (95°F).
b Contactpressure of 14 kPa (2 psi).
c Time of cool down while in contactbefore 34 kPa (5 psi) tensileload applied.
TABLE IV. - RESULTSOF SINGLE PADMULTIPLESTICK TESTS
WITH JET-MELT 3746
TEMP. AT MAINTAIN 34 kPa SEPARATION INITIAL LOAD
NO. OF 45 SECCOOLING FORI0 MIN AT TEMP. AT SEPARATION
STICKSa °C (°F) 49°C (120°F) °C (°F) kPa (PSI) COMMENTS
I 82 (180) YES 163 (325) 15.2 (2.2) New charge, contact
area - 90%.
2 82 (180) YES 163 (325) 9.6 (1.4) Remaining adhesive,
contact area - 80%.
3 79 (175) YES 163 (325) 10.3 (1.5) Remaining adhesive,
contact area - 60%.
4 79 (175) YES 163 (325) 6.9 (I.0) Remaining adhesive,
contact area ~ 30%.
o 5 82 (180) YES 163 (325) 4.1 (0.6) Remaining adhesive,
contact area ~ 15%.
6 99 (210) b NO .... Remaining adhesive.
Contact area ~ 0%.
a Adhesive held at 163°C (325°F) for I min before 14 kPa (2 psi) contact.
b Temperature at 30 sec cooling.
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TABLE V. - RESULTSOF COLDVACUUMTESTS OF LaRC HOTMELT ADHESIVE
SURFACEATTACHMENTASSEMBLYCONCEPTMODEL
(Tests Conducted in Johnson Space Center Chamber N)a
Load
Test !Applica-
Surface tion
Attach- Heat-up b Heating Cooldown iTemper-
,ment Time to Time on Time to ature Heat-up b Release c
Tempera- Chamber 3-Pad Test Load Appli- on Adhe- Time for Cycle
Test Test ture, Pressure, Cycling, Surface, cation, sive Pads Pad Release Maximum
Number Surface °C (°F) torr min min min °C (°F) Cycle, min Load, Ibs Remarks
RSI Successful; proved
i Tile 124 (75) 2xi0-5 -1.0 0 4.5 85 (185) -1.0 6 operation within
Wall design envelope.
Successful; proved
RSI -15 to d operation to low
2 Tile -12 (5 5xi0-5 -1.0 0 4.0 85 (185) -1.0 5 temperature limits
Wall to (10) of design enve-
1ope
Successful;
.- Proved subzero
temperature
operation out-
RSI -40 to d side design
3 Tile -34 (-40_ 2x10-4 1.5 0 2.5 82 (180) 1.7 6 envelope
Wall to -30) - Electronics
operated cold
but pad B had
control point
drift of 14°C.
a All attachments made at -14 Ibs, followed by rapid load release• After )ad cooldown, +35 Ib load applied, held
for 10 min, load released, reapplied for I min, load released.
Heatup for pad release cycle from test surface conducted with -0.5 to -2 lb load.
b Followed by allowing pads to cycle for 1 min to equilibrate temperature.
c Release was generally in a rapid loading mode.
d Nitrogen leaks from cryopanels limited vacuum. However, molecular flow conditions were maintained.
TABLE Vl. - RESULTSOF COLDVACUUMTESTS OF LaRC HOT MELT ADHESIVE
SURFACEATTACHMENTASSEMBLYCONCEPTMODEL
(Tests Conducted in Johnson Space Center Chamber N)a
Load
Test Applica-
Surface tion
Attach- Heat-up b Heating Cooldown Temper-
ment Time to Time on Time to ature Heat-up b Release c
Tempera-:Chamber 3-Pad Test Load Appli- on Adhe- Time for Cycle
Test Test ture, Pressure, Cycling, Surface, cation, sive Pads Pad Release Maximum
Number Surface °C (°F) torr min min min °C (°F) Cycle, min Load, Ibs Remarks
8-ply Failed at +20 Ib
Graph- load. Test
ite/ surface may have
4 Epoxy 24 (75) 2x10-5 -1.0 1.0 4.5 85 (185) ...... silicone or Teflon
Compo- release agent.
site; Heavy adhesive
Smooth charge.
Face
8-ply
Graph- Successful adhe-
ite/ sion. Composite
4A Epoxy 24 (75) 7x10-5 1.2 1.5 8.0 77 (170) 1.1 3 panel deflection
Compo- was approximately
site; 0.2 in. under
Rough applied load.
Face
a All attachments made at -14 Ibs, followed by rapid load release. After _ad cooldown, +35 Ib load applied, held
for 10 min, load released, reapplied for 1 min, load released.
Heatup for pad release cycle from test surface conducted with -0.5 to -2 Ib load.
b Followed by allowing pads to cycle for 1 min to equilibrate temperature.
c Release was generally in a rapid loading mode.
d Nitrogen leaks from cryopanels limited vacuum. However, molecular flow conditions were maintained.
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TABLE VII. - RESULTSOF COLDVACUUMTESTS OF LaRC HOTMELTADHESIVE
SURFACEATTACHMENTASSEMBLYCONCEPTMODEL
(Tests Conducted in Johnson Space Center Chamber N)a
Load
Test Applica-
Surface tion
Attach- Heat-up b Heating Cooldown Temper-
ment _Time to Time on Time to ature Heat-up b Release c
Tempera- Chamber 3-Pad Test Load Appli- on Adhe- ITime for Cycle
Test Test ture, Pressure, Cycling, Surface, cation, sive Pads Pad Release Maximum
Number Surface °C (°F) torr min min min °C (°F) Cycle, min Load, Ibs Remarks
8-ply
Graph-
ite/ d Successful adhe-
5 Epoxy -12 (10) 2x10-4 1.3 ? 2.0 ? 77 (170 1.5 6 sion. Adhesive
Compo- removal difficult,
site; indicating strong
Rough bond.
Face
Successful adhe-
sion. Additional
8-ply 5 min, +35 Ib load
Graph- application on
ite/ adhesive below its
6 IEpoxy -40 to d 10°C (50°F) Tg.
iCompo- -32 (-40 4xi0-4 1.5 2.0 3.0 ? 77 (170 1.5 7 Additional 1 min,
site; to -25) +50 Ib load appli-
Rough cation. All pads
Face continued to
adhere.
a All attachmentsmade at -14 Ibs, followed by rapid load release. After )ad cooldown, +35 Ib load applied, held
for 10 min, load released, reapplied for 1 min, load released.
Heatup for pad release cycle from test surface conducted with -0.5 to -2 Ib load.
b Followed by allowing pads to cycle for 1 min to equilibrate temperature.
c Release was generally in a rapid loading mode.
d Nitrogen leaks from cryopanels limited vacuum. However, molecular flow conditions were maintained.
TABLE VIII.- RESULTSOF COLDVACUUMTESTS OF LaRCHOT MELT ADHESIVE
SURFACEATTACHMENTASSEMBLYCONCEPTMODEL
(TestsConductedin JohnsonSpaceCenterChamberN)a
Load
Test Applica-
Surface tion
Attach- Heat-upb Heating Cooldown Temper-
ment Time to Time on Time to ature Heat-upb Releasec
Tempera-Chamber 3-Pad Test Load Appli-on Adhe- Time for Cycle
Test Test ture, Pressure,Cycling, Surface,cation, sive PadsPad ReleaseMaximum
NumberSurface°C (°F) torr min min min °C (°F) Cycle,min Load, Ibs Remarks
0.016 Good adherence.
in. Aluminumpanel
Thick buckledand dis-
7 Alum- 124(75) 4x10-5 1.6 1.5 2.5 77 (170) 2.0 17 tortedunder load.
inum Longerrelease
Alloy heatingdesire-
Panel able. Residual
adhesiveremoval
difficult.
0.016- Temperaturecon-
in. trol pointdrift
Thick d in padsA and B.
8 Alum- -12 (10) 2x10-4 ? 2.0 2.0 2.5 77 (170) 2.5 ? Adherenceon
inum )ad C onlybut +35
Alloy Ib loadmain-
Panel tained.
a All attachmentsmade at -14 Ibs, followedby rapidload release. After )adcooldown,+35 Ib load applied,held
for 10 min, load released,reappliedfor 1 min, load released•
Heatupfor pad releasecyclefromtest surfaceconductedwith -0.5to -2 Ib load.
b Followedby allowingpads to cyclefor 1 min to equilibratetemperature.
c Releasewas generallyin a rapidloadingmode.
d Nitrogenleaksfrom cryopanelslimitedvacuum. However,molecularflowconditionswere maintained.
• I • f
TABLE IX. - RESULTSOF COLD VACUUMTESTS OF LaRC HOT MELTADHESIVE
SURFACEATTACHMENTASSEMBLYCONCEPTMODEL
(TestsConductedin JohnsonSpaceCenterChamberN)a
i # # i
Load
Test Applica-
Surface tion
Attach- Heat-upb Heating Cooldown Temper-
ment Time to Time on Time to ature Heat-upb Releasec
rTempera-Chamber 3-Pad Test Load Appli-on Adhe- Time for Cycle
Test Test ture, Pressure,Cycling, Surface,cation, sive PadsPad ReleaseMaximum
NumberSurface°C (°F) torr min min min °C (°F) Cycle,min Load, Ibs Remarks
Temperaturecon-
trol pointdrift
in pad B. Adher-
ence on all pads
0.010 for 9 min; then
in pads B and C popp-
Thick -21 to ed loose. Load
Alum- -18 (-5 d releasedand pads
9 inum to O) 4x10"4 ? 2.3 4.0 2.3 77 (170) 3.5 8.5 reheatedfor re-
Alloy attach. Pad C
Panel reattachedand
_adsA and C held
+35 Ibs for 3.5
min beforerelease
cycle initiated.
a All attachmentsmade at -14 Ibs,followedby rapidload release. After )adcooldown,+35 Ib load applied,held
for 10 min, loadreleased,reappliedfor 1 min, load released.
Heatupfor pad releasecyclefromtest surfaceconductedwith -0.5to -2 Ib load.
b Followedby allowingpadsto cyclefor 1 min to equilibratetemperature.
c Releasewas generallyin a rapidloadingmode.
d Nitrogenleaksfrom cryopanelslimitedvacuum. However,molecularflowconditionswere maintained.
\Figure I.- On-orbitthermal protectionsystem repair.
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WORK RESTRAINTSYSTEM ATTACHMENTUNIT CRITERIA
NEEDS
1. REACT MAXIMUM FORCESAPPLIED BY ASTRONAUTTO ORBITERSURFACEDURING
REPAIR WITHOUTADHESIVE,RSI TILE, OR UNIT STRUCTURALFAILURE
- - 50 TO 150 Ibs TENSILE
- 20 TO 60 Ibs SHEAR
2. GENERATES< 5 PSI ON ORBITERTILE SURFACEDURING WORK RESTRAINTSYSTEM
(WRS) ATTACHMENT,DETACHMENT,OR ASTRONAUTREPAIRACTIVITY
3. COMPATIBLEWITH 75 TO 100 VOLT, 300 WATT-HOURBATTERYPOWER AVAILABLEON
WORK RESTRAINTSYSTEM
4. ADHESIVECOMPATIBLEWITH RSI TILE COATINGS
5. ADHERE TO ORBITERSURFACEAT TEMPERATURESFROM -23 TO 82°C (-10TO
180°F)
6. RESULTS IN < 4 SEC OF MANNED MANEUVERINGUNIT THRUST PER ATTACHMENT
7. 2 OR 3 ATTACHMENTUNITS
8. ADHERE TO COMPOUNDCURVATUREOF 40-1N. RADIUS
9. LOW FAILUREPROBABILITY
Q
Figure 2. - Work restraintsystem attachmentcriteria- needs.
o
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WORKRESTRAINTSYSTEMATTACHMENTUNIT CRITERIA
WANTS
1, ADHESIVEMELT/REMELTCAPABILITY IN VACUUMAT SAMETEMPERATURE
2, ADHESIVESOFTENING/MELTINGTEMPERATUREABOUT149°C (300°F)
3. MINIMAL ADHESlVERESIDUEON RSI TILES
4. DETACHWRSFROMORBITERWITH NOMMUPROPELLANT
5. ADHESIVERESIDUEONTILES VAPORIZEEARLYIN REENTRYCYCLE
6, LESS THAN100 WATT-HOURSNEEDEDFOREACHPADFORTOTALON-ORBITREPAIR
TASK
7. SIMPLE ADHESlVEREPLENISHMENT
8. SHOCKABSORBERCAPABILITY
b
Figure 3. - Work restraintsystem attachmentcriteria- wants.
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THIRD LAYEROF FIBERGLASSCLOTH
THERMOFOILHEATER
THERMOELECTRICOOLER
FIRST TWOLAYERSOF FIBERGLASSCLOTH
HEATSINK
ADHESIVEON FACEAND IMPREGNATED
INTO FIRST TWOLAYERS OF FIBERGLASSCLOTH
THERMOCOUPLE
o
Figure 5. Sketch of a cross section of a single adhesive pad.
• # w •
(I)
F KAPTONTAPE (0.002in.)
ADHESIVESIDE _ TREATEDSIDE''_'_ TEFLONTAPEC (0.005in.)
JET-MELT3746 _'_ 4
TEFLON(2)
..... PERMACEL6962 TEFLON(0.005in.)-- /-- TREATEDSIDE/
_ 25 mm._25 mm _ 51 mm >_ 32 mm _ 51 mm _ 25 mm_25 mm)__
I
(I in.)__1 in.) (2 in.) (1.75 in.) (2 in.) (I in.)°'" (I in. J
r- 235mm (9.25in.) -'m
16 mm (0.625in.) DIAM
51 mm
(2 in.)
60mm
(2.375in.)
Im
(1) KAPTONTAPE- DODGEFLUOROGLASDIV. NO. 2345-2
(2) PERMACELEE-6962DOUBLEFACEDKAPTONFILM ELECTRICAL
TAPE,0.001 in. KAPTONBACKING
FicIure6. Diagram of hot melt recharqe.
RECHARGEPROCEDURE
1. POSITIONSAA PADS FOR BEST ACCESS AND VIEWING.
2. GRIP THE TAPE BY HOLDINGTHE TWO TABS ON THE SAME END OF THE TAPE,
REMOVE THE PROTECTIVETEFLON FILM (CLEAR)AND DISPOSE. THIS LEAVES THE
PRESSURE-SENSITIVETAPE (KAPTONTAPE) WITH THE HOT MELT FILM CHARGE.
3. POSITIONTHE HOT MELT CHARGE OVER THE THERMOFOILHEATER AREA, PRESS THE
KAPTON TAPE ON THE PERIPHERYOF THE PAD AND AGAINSTTHE FIBERGLASSCLOTH o
TO HOLD THE CHARGE IN CONTACTWITH THE THERMOFOILHEATER AREA.
4. TURN HEATER SWITCH ON; WHEN MELT TEMPERATUREIS REACHED (INDICATEDBY
RED INDICATORLIGHTS CYCLING),TURN HEATERSWITCH OFF AND TURN COOLER
SWITCH ON, COOL TO ABOUT 65°C (150°F),TURN COOLER SWITCH OFF.
5. REMOVE KAPTON TAPE FROM PAD, LEAVINGTHE HOT MELT CHARGE IN PLACE ON THE
THERMOFOILHEATER AREA.
Figure 7. - Hot melt film rechargeprocedure.
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Fiflure 8. Toroid gun technique for heating hot melt adhesive.
33
Figure 9. Single pad using thermofoil heater technique for heating hot melt.
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Phnt.ngr~nh of ill c; inglp "it" "nit.
400"
B C F
300- 150 " \
TEMP. \ \
°F °C \
i00200-
D
LOAD,
o_ 50 K i.E
,o0_ l i[ 0 kPa 0 PSI0 l , _ l j , t t -30 - -50 - 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18
TIME, MIN
Figure II. Temperature and load time histories for single pad.
(Nomenclature defined in Figure 12)
TEST PROCEDUREFORSINGLE PAD
A START, ROOMTEMPERATURE
A-B HEATTO 163°C (325°F)
B-C HOLDi MIN
C CONTACT ILE, 14 kPa (2 PSl) COMPRESSIONLOAD, TURNOFF HEATER,START
COOLING
C-D COOLFOR45 SEC[TEMP. 82°C (180°F)]
D APPLY 34 kPa (5 PSI) TENSIONLOaD
D-F HOLDLOADFOR10 MIN
E-F HEATTO 163°C (325°F)
F STARTSEPARATIONAT 51CM/MIN (20 IN./MIN)
G TURNOFF HEATER
H START, NOLOAD, PARTSSEPARATED
I APPLY 14 kPa (2 PSl) CONTACTPRESSUREANDRETURNTO NOLOAD
J APPLY 34 kPa (5 PSl) TENSIONLOAD
K-L HOLD34 kPa (5 PSl) TENSIONLOAD(I0 MIN)
L NOLOAD
M AVERAGEOF TENSIONLOADSOBTAINEDDURINGSEPARATION(5 "STICKS")
Figure 12. Procedure for single pad stick tests. (Also see Figure 11)
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L-81 - 1339
co
03
Figure 13. 3-had _nqineerinq,_v_lol_nt qAA.
ATTACHMENT ; SEPARATION
-200
Q POWERWATTS
O R S - I00
TEMP, B C F G - 0
300 150 _ --"
-- m %%
%
f_
",o
200 - I00
oF °c \_
50
100- _ K "_ LOAD30 5
I]---_ ] kPa_ PSI
I L 0 0
0 ; V M __ N
0 -- , w t f I t t , , I I l I _ -J0 -5
0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
TIME,MIN
Figure14. Temperature,power,and loadtime historiesfor 3-padSAA.
(Nomenclaturedefinedin Figure16)
A START, RT
A-B HEATTO 163°C (325°F) (TIME TO HEAT~ 4 MIN)
B-C HOLDI MIN AT 163°C (325°F)
C CONTACTTILES, 14 kPa (2 PSl) COMPRESSIONLOAD, TURNOFF HEATER,START
COOLING
C-D COOLFORAPPROX.50 SEC[OR TO 82°C (180°F)] TURNOFF COOLER
D APPLY34 kPa (5 PSl) TENSIONLOAD[DEAD WT. OF 15.9 kg (35 Ib.)]
D-E HOLDLOADFORANY PERIODOF TIME
E-F HEATTO 163°C (325°F) (TIME TO HEATAPPROX.5 MIN.)
F STARTSEPARATION
G TURNOFF HEATER
H START, NOLOAD, PARTSSEPARATED
I APPLY 14 kPa (2 PSl) CONTACTPRESSURE(AND RETURNTO NOLOAD)
J APPLY 34 kPa (5 PSl) TENSIONLOAD
K-L HOLD34 kPa (5 PSI) TENSIONLOAD
M NOLOAD
N SEPARATIONOF HEADFROMTILES (USE DEADWTS.)
0 POWERTO HEATERS"ON" (FOR HEATUP)
P POWERTO HEATERS"OFF", COOLERPOWER"ON"
Q COOLERPOWER"OFF"
R POWERTO HEATERS"ON"
S POWERTO HEATERS"OFF"
Figure 15. Procedures for 3-pad SAA tests using dead weights. (Also see
Figure 14)
4O
!NSTRO_pFRAME_ _ I I
b
Figure 16. Sketch of dead-weighttest equipmentfor 3-pad SAA.
JFigure 17, The Johnson Space Center Chamber N facility.
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" Figure 18. Arrangement of test equipment within Johnson Space Center Chamber N.
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I
I
i
figure Ig. 3-Pad SAA attached to RS,I tile wall (under 35 Ib load_.
APPENDIXA
MECHANICALOPERATIONS
B. D. LITTLE
NASA-Langley Research Center
- The SAAwas fabricated at LaRCwith the idea of proving a concept and a
prototype model rather than attempting to optimize all facets of the
system. Someof the "needs" and "wants" that were considered during the
design of the SAA mechanical design were minimal weight, sufficient
attachment units to meet tensile and shear force requirements, the ability
to adhere to a curved or stepped surface, shock absorber capability, and
simple adhesive replenishment. This section of the report gives a parts
description with illustrations (Figures AI through AI2) and an assembly
description together with illustrative Figures A13 and AI4. Photographs of
a completely assembled 3-pad SAA with top and bottom views are given in
Figures AI5 and AI6.
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PARTS DESCRIPTION
(See FiguresA1 throughA12)
(1) SIDE BUMBER - Molded in air from RTV-560.
(2) UPPER CLOTH RETAINER- After the three layersof fiber glass cloth are
laid together,the upper and lower cloth retainersare fastenedto each
other by means of #8-32 screws. NOTE: The alignmentof the cloth was
done at this point. (Material- Bakelite)
(3) FIBER GLASS CLOTH - 0.016 in. Thicknessfor each layer. The open mesh
allows the adhesiveto penetratethe first and second layers of cloth.
(4) THERMOFOILHEATER - Locatedbetweenthe secondand third layers of
glass cloth.
(5) LOWER CLOTH RETAINER- (Material- Bakelite)
(6) THERMOELECTRICCOOLERS
(7) HEAT SINK - The backsideof the aluminumheat sink has a diamond knurl
face coatedwith 3M Black Velvet Paint to enhance surfacearea and
radiationof absorbedheat. The thermoelectriccoolersare placed on
the top of the heat sink with a thermalconductivepaste betweenthem
and held in place by the retainerclips.
(8) HEAT SINK RETAINERAND TENSIONRING - After the thermoelectriccoolers
are mountedto the heat sink, the heat sink is alignedwith the
retainer and the thermofoilheaters in the cloth. With the heat sink
in place in the retainer,the tension is appliedto the cloth. The
tension ring is then fastenedwith #8-32 screws to the lower cloth
retaine_. (Material- Bakelite)
(9) SHOCK ABSORBERS- The polyacrylicrubber shock absorbershave a
dampingeffect when contactwith a surfaceoccurs.
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(10) SHOCK ABSORBER PINS - The aluminumpins align the dampingmaterial
and hold the back absorberplate to the heat sink retainer- tension
. ring.
(11) BACK ABSORBER PLATE - The front side of the aluminumabsorberplate is
coated with 3M Black Velvet Paint to absorb heat radiatedfrom the
heat sink during the cool down cycle. The aluminum swivel pin is
attachedto the back absorberplate by means of #1/4 - 28 socket head
cap screw. The thermocoupleconnectorand rotationallimit pins are
mounted to the back side of this plate.
(12) ROTATION LIMIT PINS - The pins limit the degree of rotationof the
single pads. (Material- Nylon & Mild Steel)
(13) UNIBAL SWIVEL- The swivel assemblyallows approximately11° of
rotationfor flat sticks on curved surfaces. The swivelshave grease
lubricationbut can be purchasedwith a micro-seallubricationfor
applicationsin space. The one large swivel mounted in the center
allows 25° of rotation,therefore,allowing36° total rotation.
(14) SWIVEL RETAINERS- The aluminum retainershold the three 0.5 in. I.D.
swivelsand one 0.75 in. I.D. swivelto the main plate.
(15) MAIN PLATE - The aluminummain plate holds the electroniccontrol
circuits,single heads, etc.
ASSEMBLY
(See FiguresA13 and A14)
I. FIBER GLASS CLOTH ASSEMBLY - The first layer of the fiber glass which
had been masked off with Kapton tape was impregnatedwith the Jet-Melt 3746
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adhesive. The Kapton tape acts as a borderto keep the adhesivefrom
flowinginto cold areas away from the film heaters. The film heater was
attached to the third layer of glass cloth by means of Kapton tape sewn to
the second and third glass cloth layers. The thermocouple(Type "E") was
centered betweenthe first and second layers of cloth such that the
thermocouplebead was locatedbetweenelementsof the film heater. The
first and second layers were alignedone over the other. Power was applied
to the film heater. The adhesivewhich was impregnatedin the first layer,
melts and wicks into the secondlayer of glass cloth, incapsulatingthe
thermocoupleand fusing the first and second layers of cloth together. The
third layer of cloth protectsthe thermoelectriccoolers from heat transfer
during the heat-upcycle for attachmentor detachmentof the pads. A 0.010
in. thick adhesive film was placed over the thermofoilheater area. Power
was appliedto melt the adhesivefilm to the surfaceof the first layer of
glass cloth. The purposeof the first layer of cloth was to add to the
thermalmass during attachmentand to decreasethe rate of cool down which
could produce a bond failure.
II. RETAINERRING ASSEMBLY - After the adhesive-impregnatedglass cloth/
thermofoilwas assembled,the assemblywas placed betweenthe retainer
rings (FigureA13).
(1) The alignmentof the adhesiveimpregnatedglass cloth/thermofoilto the
retainer ring and thermoelectriccoolerwas performedat this point.
The center lines of both the retainersand the thermofoilheater were
made to coincidewith the thermoelectriccooler directlybeneath.
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(2) A small hole, where the fasteningscrews pass throughto preventthe
"runners"from being producedin the glass cloth, was made by
separatingthe weave of the glass cloth.
" (3) Wrinkleswere removedfrom the glass cloth and the glass cloth
stretchedtightlywhen the retainerrings were fastened.
Ill. TENSIONRINGASSEMBLY(FigureA14)
(1) The thermoelectriccoolerswere placed in the heat sink with a thin
coatingof thermalconductivepaste betweenthem.
(2) The heat sink, with thermoelectriccoolersheld in place by the
retainerclips, were alignedwith the tension ring.
(3) Before tightly stretchingthe glass cloth, the heaterwires and
thermocouplewires were fed throughthe heat sink. The tension ring
was fastenedto the lower glass cloth retainerring while removing
the slack from the wires betweenthe glass cloth and heat sink.
IV. BACKABSORBERPLATEASSEMBLY
(1) With the three Bakelite rings fastenedtogether,the shock absorbers,
shock absorberpins, swivel pin, and back absorberplate were
assembled.
" (2) The thermocoupleplug was connectedon the back side of the absorber
• plate. Wires were fed throughthe back plate prior to assembly.
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V. MAIN PLATE ASSEMBLY
4
Swivel retainerswith the swivelswere mountedon the main plate and snap
rings were used to attach the three pads to the main plate. The individual
control box for each pad was mounted on back of the main plate. Wires that
were fed throughthe main plate were fastenedto terminal strips on the back
of the main plate. The main attachmentshaft was fastenedwith snap rings.
Figures A15 and A16 are photographsof top and bottom view of the
completelyassembled3-pad SAA.
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I__----#8-32 SCREW SIDE BUMPER (i)__
__ IST LAYER OF CLOTH IMPREGNATED" WITH JET-ME T(ADHESIVE)_
UPPER CLOTH RETAINER (2)r ,
- i _ °_TYPE E THERMOCOUPLE i_ ,=
1st
,f I,
i THERMOFOILHEATER (4) i
2nd\ , , KAPTON TAPE BORDERSFOIL
FIBERGLASSCLOTH (3)_ _ _"_HEATER AND SEWN TO 2nd
3rd, _r l LAYER OF CLOTH
RETAINER(5) _ THERMOELECTRIC,COOLERS (6)LOWER CLOTH _ i_///////_'v///////////////////////////////A I
HEAT SINK RETAINER
AND TENSIONRING_(8)_b,\\\\\\\\\\\\_
SHOCK ABSORBERC9) ]_#8-32 SCREW
#1/4-28SCREW
COATEDWITH 3M BLACK
BACK ABSORBER
I VELVETPAINT _ / PLATE (ii)
I l
Fl
SHOCK ABSORBER I I SWIVEL PIN
RETAINERPIN (10)
I
FigureAI. Explodedview of single pad.
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ri qilr~ .1.;;>. Photoqraoh of several c()r~nonp.nts of sinole pan.
Fimlre A3. Photnqraph of heats ink with thprmoelectric coolers attached.
Fiqure A4. Phot6qraph of several components for single pad.
SHOCKABSORBER(9) TENSIONRING (8)
BACK PLATE (11) RETAINERRING (5)
UNIBAL(SWIVEL)(13) BUMPER(1)
11° RETAINERRING (2)
\
\
ROTATIONALLIMITPIN (12)
FIBERGLASSCLOTH (3)
25°
ADHESIVE
4 THERMOFOILHEATER(4)
\
/ THERMOELECTRIC
HEATER-COOLER(6)
\ HEATSINK (7)I
I
l
\
RETAINER(14) j
., II
PINS (10)
_-_ TO WRU _.• MAIN PLATE (15)
i
FigureA5. Cross sectionalviewof singlepad and connectiveswivels.
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DRILL CLR &C·SINK
FOR #8-32 HOLES ---~
ON 4 .. 400" B.C.
0.25"
*$-----
Figure A6. Sketch of upper retainer rinq (2).
INSIDE DrAM MUST BE CONCENTRIC
A
DRILL &TAP HOLES FOR
HELl-COIL INSERTS ON
4.400" B.C. #8-32
NOTE: DIAMETERS TO BE CONCENTRIC
"
,
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A
----~-- .~
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*
0.280"
i
SECT A-A BAKELITE
0.125" FULL RADIUS
SMOOTH SURFACE
Figure A7. Sketch of lower retainer ring (5).
V-GROVESURFACE
_ 3.500"DIAM
3.00" DIAM
\
/
NOTE: POCKETCUT OUT
FOR THERMOELECTRIC
COOLERSAND WIRE FEED
THRU'SNOT SHOWN
DETAILA
0.25" 0.200"
3.500"
2024ALUMINUM DETAILA
FigureA8. Sketchof heatsink (7).
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f x NOTE: WIRE FEEDTHRU'S
t I NOT SHOWN
DRILL& C'S SINK FOR _ "
#8-32HOLESON
4.400" B.C.
3.505.
DRILL & TAPFOR
#8-32 HELI-COIL
INSERTS(4) HOLES
ON4.400 B.C.
_.lOf)" BAKELITE
__L_
0.50"
_f
SECTA-A
0.280"
Figure Ag. Sketch of heat sink retainer and tension
rinq (_).
SCREWDRIVER SLOT
0.0625" x 0.0625"D_ 0.246 + .001. - .000
+ .0oi
0.325" .005" ____ "
- _ #8-32 THR'D
0.150" _ 4----- O. '
2024 ALUMINUM
Figure AIO. Sketch of shock absorber retainer pin (10).
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A
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/
2024 ALUMINUM
Drill & REAM THRU
0.250" HOLE
DRILL & REAM 0.250"
THRU &C'BORE 0.150" D.P.
WITH #10 C'BORE (0.328")
HOLES ON 4.400 R.C.
A
NOTE: WIRE FEED THRU'S
NOTE SHOWN
~ SZ;V7/ZZ/JWZ"zTd7Z1~ =:=
SECT A-A I
0.200"
Figure All. Sketch of back absorber plate (11).
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4
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- .oo0
- .001 SECT B-B
SECTA-A 2.50"DIAM
A A B B
2024ALUMINUM 2024 ALUMINUM
FigureA12. Sketchof swivelretainers.
RETAINERRINGS
UPPER& LOWER
.
ADHESIVEIMPREGNATED
FIBERGLASSCLOTH
FIBERGLASSCLOTH
FigureA13. The sketchillustratesthe retainerand adhesiveimpregnated
- fiberglasscloth/thermofoilalignment.
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I •WIRE FEED THRU
THERMOELECTRICOOLERS
[ 0 o TENSIONRING
r_ D _ IZJr_
]
_H- ° I ° OFFIBERGLASSCLOTHIN RETAINERS
COOLERRETAINERCLIPS
HEAT SINK
OF FIBERGLASSCLOTH
IN RETAINERS
FigureA14. The sketchillustratesthe alignmentof the
tensionringand heatsink.
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APPENDIXB
ELECTRONICSYSTEMSAND CONTROLS
R. H. COUCH,A. W. FRIZZELL,and R. L. FOX
• NASA-LangleyResearchCenter
o
Electronicsystemsand controlsnecessaryto heat and cool the hot melt
adhesivewere designedand fabricatedat LaRC. Power restrictionswere such
that the system operateon battery (300 watt-hours). The controlsfor the
system must be simple to operateby an astronautin a space uniformwith its
bulky gloves. The systemwas designedto controlat a preset temperature
range [_ 163°C (325°F)] such that the hot melt adhesive on the SAA pads
softens--ready for attachment to or detachment from the Shuttle RSl tiles.
Multiple attachment/detachment capability was a requirement, therefore each
attachment/detachment must be restricted to very little power consumption.
Also an alternate emergency heating mode for the thermoelectric coolers was
included in the system design to heat the adhesive should the primary
heating mode fail. Although refinement of the system is possible, the goals
of the prototype SAA electronics and controls were met.
The temperature control circuit shown as a block diagram in Figure BI
is a relatively simple on-off type control circuit. An on-off type circuit
was chosen primarily for its efficiency of operation. A more sophisticated
proportional controller would have yielded a closer control of the tempera-
ture but would have consumed a large amount of power. Because this is a
battery operated system this was considered to be an undesirable
Q
characteristic.
The circuit operates from the 28 volt battery but employs a voltage
regulator to reduce the power supply voltage applied to the circuit to 15
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volts. This isolatesthe sensitivecomponentsfrom the effectsof gradually
decreasingbattery voltage.
The temperaturesensingelementis a thermocouplewhich is interfaced
to a high gain instrumentationamplifierthrougha referencejunction. A °
low-pass filter is providedto controlthe feedbackloop responsetime and
maintain the loop stability. A comparatoris used to comparethe amplified
thermocouplevoltagewith a set point controlvoltageand to turn the
switchingpower transistoron and off as requiredto maintainthe desired
temperature. A light is providedto indicatewhen the heater is off,
indicatingthat the operatingtemperaturehas been reached.
Separate supply and returnconductorsare used for both the control
assembly and the heater circuit,thus preventingthe relativelylarge
currentsthat flow in the heater circuitfrom inducingerrors into the
normal operationof the control assembly.
Figure B2 is a detaileddiagramshowingall the parts in the
temperaturecontrollercircuit. Circuit operationis as follows. When
power is applied,the relay closes and switcheson the power to the
referencejunction. This device has an internalbatterywhich provides
voltageto operatethe actual referencejunctionwhich compensatesthe
thermocoupleconnectionsto copper wire. The use of the relay restricts
operationof the batterycircuitto that time when the entire circuit is in
operation,thereby conservingbatterylife.
The voltage regulator(LM-340T)reducesand stabilizesthe input
voltageto 15 volts, independentof variationsin the 28 volt applied
voltage.
The output of the referencejunctionis appliedto the input of the
instrumentationamplifier(AD-521)which has a gain of 500. Used with the
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type E thermocouple,the output voltagefrom the amplifierhas a scale
factor of approximately35 millivoltsper degree Centigrade. The gain of
• the amplifieris set by the ratio of resistorsR2 and RI. ResistorsR3 and
R4 bias the negativeinput of the amplifierto approximate7.5 volts. The
input voltagefrom the thermocoupleis applieddifferentiallybetweenthe
positiveand negative inputs. Pin 11 of the AD-521 is an output reference
terminal which allowsthe output voltageto be referencedto an arbitrary
ground. In this case, the output referenceis set by the voltageon the arm
of potentiometerVR-1 and is generallyat the midpoint between15 volts and
ground.
ResistorR5 and capacitorC5 form the low-passfilterwhich controls
the loop response. These valueswere arrivedat by experimentationand
provide the best compromisebetweencircuit stabilityand responsetime.
The comparator(LM-111)comparesthe output of the low-passfilterwith
the voltageat the arm of potentiometer,VR-3. ResistorR6 and potentio-
meters VR-3 and VR-4 form a voltagedividerwhich adjuststhe temperature
set point. The voltageat the negativeinput to the comparatoris more
negativethan the set point voltageinitially. The outputof the comparator
is high causingthe power transistorto conductcurrentand the circuit
heats. As the temperatureincreases,the voltageat the negativeinput to
the comparatorincreasesan eventuallybecomesmore positivethan the set
point voltage. When this happens,the comparatoroutput switcheslow and
. turns off the power transistor. The LED and its currentlimit resistor,R9,
turn on at this time and stay on until the temperaturefalls sufficiently
for the heatersto come on again. Current for the LED flows throughthe
heater but is not sufficientto cause any significantheating. Pin 1 of
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the LM-111 is an output reference terminal which allows the output to be
referenced to a point different from circuit ground. In this case the
reference point is the ground return point for the heater circuit. This is
nominally at the same voltage as the ground for the circuit but may carry °
voltage variations subject to switching transients as the heaters turn on
and off. The diodes DI and D2 raise the voltage at the emitter of the
transistor and allow it to be switched fully into cutoff when he comparator
output voltage switches low.
The circuit is constructed on a printed circuit board approximately 2
in. by 3.75 in and housed in a prefabricated box of dimensions 2.5 in. by
4.0 in. by 1.5 in. Connections to the circuit board are made through a
small hole in the side of the box which is fitted with a grommet to protect
against fraying of the wire insulation.
Figure B3 shows the interconnection of the control box and the three
temperature controllers, heaters, and thermoelectric coolers. The control
box has two switches which determine the mode of operation of the system.
Switch Sl has three positions: the center position is an off position in
which nothing is energized. In the heat position, power is applied to the
temperature controllers and the heaters are energized to heat the adhesive.
In the cool position, the temperature controllers are de-energized and the
thermoelectric coolers are connected to the 28 volt supply. It should be
noted that there is not control of the temperature in the cooling mode and
it is up to the operator to turn the power off when the adhesive has cooled. °
Switch S2 is a mode switch used to activate an emergency heat mode. If o
the normal heating mode fails to operate when it is require to heat the
adhesive to "unstick" the assembly from the surface, the switch $2 is placed
7O
in the emergencyheat mode where the thermoelectriccoolersare operatedin
a heatingmode to heat the adhesive. Switch $2 merely reversesthe sense of
the voltageappliedto the thermoelectriccoolersand they "pump" heat in
• the reversedirection.
A list of materialsused to assemblethe electronicsystemsand
controlsis given in Figure B4. Additionalinformationon thermofoil
heaters is given in Figure B5.
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Figure B1. Temperature controller block diagram.
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Figure B2. Temperature controller circuit diagram.
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Figure B3. External interconnection diagram.
Heaters: M_nco Products HK 6040-03A21.0 (three per pad)
Coolers: Cambridge Thermionic 801-1081-01
Printed Circuit Board:
RI 200 ohm, .01% film
" R2 I00 Kohm, .01% film
R3 4.7 Kohm, 5% .25W carbon
R4 4.7 Kohm 5% .25W carbon
R5 51 Kohm 5% .25W carbon
R6 4.7 Kohm 5% .25W carbon
R7 10 Kohm 5% .25W carbon
R8 120 ohm 5% .25W carbon
R9 2.7 Kohm 5% .25W carbon
VR1 10 Kohm 10 turn
VR2 10 Kohm 10 turn
VR3 5 Kohm 10 turn
VR4 20 Kohm 10 turn
C1 lOaF 35 volt Tantalum
C2 .01_F 50 volt Ceramic
C3 3.3_F 50 volt Ceramic
C4 3.3_F 50 volt Ceramic
C5 IO_F 35 volt Tantalum
C6 3.3_F 50 volt Ceramic
C7 3.3_F 50 volt Ceramic
C8 3.3_F 50 volt Ceramic
IC-1 Generic LM-340T
IC-2 Analog Devices AD-521J
IC-3 Generic LM-111
DI Generic IN4247
D2 Generic 1N4247
D3
RL-I Teledyne Relays type 412-26
Reference Junction OmegaEngineering type LXCJ-E
QI Texas InstrumentsTIP-IIO
4
Figure B4. Listingof materialsused for electronicsystems and controls.
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I BASIC MODELNUMBERI ILLUSTRATION I RESISTANCE 1
HK6040-O3A21 ---F---_ 1.5 in. 21 ohms.
3.00 in.
Thermofoils are thin laminar assemblies which may include one
or more heating elements, resistance-type temperature sensors, •
or temperature stable resistors, arranged either separately or
as an integrated circuit. The thin flexible insulations,
between which the elements are bonded, are selected for their
dimensional, thermal, and electrical properties; resistance to
radiation, organic chemicals, moisture and abrasion. Internal
element connection and leadwire attachments are normally welded
for reliability.
Figure B5. Information on thermofoil heaters. °
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